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Abstract: We consider a general Kaluza-Klein reduction of a truncated Lovelock theory.
We find necessary geometric conditions for the reduction to be consistent. The resulting
lower-dimensional theory is a higher derivative scalar-tensor theory, depends on a single
real parameter and yields second-order field equations. Due to the presence of higher-
derivative terms, the theory has multiple applications in modifications of Einstein gravity
(Galileon/Horndesky theory) and holography (Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton theories). We find
and analyze charged black hole solutions with planar or curved horizons, both in the
’Einstein’ and ’Galileon’ frame, with or without cosmological constant. Naked singularities
are dressed by a geometric event horizon originating from the higher-derivative terms.
The near-horizon region of the near-extremal black hole is unaffected by the presence
of the higher derivatives, whether scale invariant or hyperscaling violating. For negative
cosmological constant and planar horizons, thermodynamics and first-order hydrodynamics
are derived: the shear viscosity to entropy density ratio does not depend on temperature,
as expected from the higher-dimensional scale invariance.
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Introduction
Gravity theories admitting a finite number of degrees of freedom typically break down at
very high curvature scales. This holds for General Relativity (GR), characterised by a
unique metric degree of freedom, as well as its obvious modifications (such as Brans-Dicke
gravity boosted with an extra massless scalar, [1]), up to richer gravity theories emerging
from top-down approaches, as for example effective actions of string theories, [2]. Such
effective theories of gravity can include a finite number of tensor, vector or scalar fields as
well as higher derivatives of these fields.
Higher-derivative actions appeared initially from interest in the higher energy behavior
of gravitation and cosmology or as leading order corrections of string theories, a step beyond
their point particle approximation, [2],[3]. Higher-derivative interactions are also relevant
in holographic applications when we move away from the infinite ’t Hooft coupling regime,
see for example [4]. Such higher-derivative extensions have a limited range of validity as
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they generically contain spurious solutions around the vacuum, [5]. There are however
rather special higher-derivative extensions of gravitational theories that have second-order
field equations and at least have no problems (a priori) with spurious solutions, [6]-[10].
Such well-defined higher derivative effective gravity theories, which we will call EGTs, will
be the focal point in this article.
Although EGTs cannot appear as effective theories of a UV complete theory of gravity
(which would produce an infinite number of terms and derivatives in the effective action),
they are very useful laboratories in order to study higher-derivative effects in an analytically
controllable setting. Furthermore, from a top-down approach they can provide a well-
defined theoretical filter of classical alternatives to GR. They are therefore a tool which
can be helpful in the above contexts.
In gravity and cosmology, attention focussed on EGTs in relation to the observed phase
of late acceleration of the Universe. In an attempt to avoid introduction of a dark compo-
nent of matter, GR may be modified at large distances deep in the IR (for a comprehensive
review see [11]). To that effect, scalar-tensor theories provide a simple yet non-trivial ap-
proach, being consistent limits of more complex theories of modification of gravity, whether
higher-dimensional (such as DGP, [12]), or four-dimensional (such as f(R), which in fact
is just a scalar-tensor theory in disguise, see [13] for reviews).
The difficulty lies in crafting a model which successfully passes both solar system tests
as well as strong field measurements from binary pulsars. A number of mechanisms have
been devised in order to hide the effects of the scalar sector at small enough scales, such
as higher-derivative effects, [14], the Chameleon, [15], or the Vainshtein mechanisms, [16].
Higher-derivative scalar-tensor versions of EGTs have recently been investigated under the
name of Galileon theories. It is interesting to note that they originated from the decoupling
limit of DGP gravity (where the extra scalar mode decouples from the other graviton
polarisations), [8]. The scalar Lagrangian is invariant under ’Galilean boosts’ of the scalar
field, hence the name. Suitably coupled to gravity, [9, 10, 17], these symmetries only allow
for a certain set of interaction terms, and have the nice property of maintaining second-order
equations of motion. As it turns out, the most general scalar-tensor EGT in four dimensions
was discovered independently long ago by Horndeski, [7]. Furthermore, individual Galileon
terms are known to arise from Kaluza-Klein (KK) reduction of the most general tensor
EGT theory, namely Lovelock theory. In accord to our EGT definition, Lovelock theory
is a metric theory of gravity that preserves second-order equations of motion, [6] (see [18]
for a review and references). It is made up of a finite series of dimensionally-extended
Euler densities, which depend on the dimension of spacetime. In four dimensions, Lovelock
theory reduces to GR. It is not too surprising therefore that Kaluza-Klein reductions of this
theory produce a scalar(-vector)-tensor EGT, which is a part of a Galileon theory. Work
in this direction was initiated by Horndeski, Mu¨ller-Hoissen and Kerner [19]-[23] giving a
higher order scalar-tensor and scalar-vector EGT. It was later-on pursued in a braneworld
and cosmological context, [24]-[28],[14], while most recently in the Galileon picture, [29].
Furthermore, scalar-tensor interacting Galileons have been shown to have interesting self-
tuning properties, [30], bringing a novel approach to treating the cosmological constant
problem, [31].
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In the context of holography, applications to Condensed Matter systems were triggered
by the study of the condensation of a complex scalar field in the vicinity of a charged
black hole horizon, which was postulated to lie in the same universality class as high
critical temperature superconductors (see for example the comprehensive reviews [34] and
references within). More intriguing analogies were encountered studying holographically
other Condensed Matter systems such as graphene or heavy fermion metals (see [34, 35, 37]
for reviews), where no precise understanding of thermal critical phenomena or transport
properties is available.
A common feature of these systems is their departure from traditional Fermi liquid
behaviour in their normal - non-superconducting - phase, which signals a failure of the
weakly-coupled description of the Fermi surface excitations in terms of quasi-particles, and
is believed to originate from some quantum critical point, lying at zero temperature and
hidden by the superconducting dome of the phase diagram. This quantum critical point
might be (anisotropically) scale invariant, or even display hyperscaling violation - that is,
the entropy scales with the temperature in some effective spatial dimensionality, [36],[37]:
S ∼ T
deff
z , (1)
where z is the dynamical critical exponent.1
Effective Holographic Theories (EHTs) are a useful tool to describe these unconven-
tional matter phases. They are the application to holography of EGTs, and play the same
role at strong coupling as standard effective Quantum Field Theories, [39, 40]. Such the-
ories always contain a metric (dual to the stress-energy tensor), a non-trivial field in any
saddle-point solution. In principle, they contain an infinite number of fields as the dual
QFTs contains an infinite number of single trace operators (that make up the spectrum
of a string theory). However only a few of them (those with low dimensions in QFT or
small masses in string theory) are important in the structure of the vacuum. Truncating
the holographic theory to those important fields gives rise to the EHTs. Moreover, at very
strong coupling one can neglect the higher-derivative terms in the gravitational theory.
A simple set of EHTs are Einstein Maxwell Dilaton theories:
SEMD =
1
16piGN
∫
dDx
√−g
[
R− 1
2
∂φ2 − 1
4
Z(φ)F 2 − V (φ)
]
. (2)
The gauge field is dual to a conserved global current in the QFT, while the scalar drives
the low energy dynamics and is dual to the most important scalar operator of the theory,
[39, 41, 42]. An important ingredient in the analysis of Einstein Maxwell Dilaton theories is
the analytical study of asymptotics of physical observables, by a convenient parametrization
of the two-derivative effective action, motivated by string-related supergravities, [39]:
Z(φ) ∼ eγφ , V (φ) ∼ e−δφ . (3)
This class of theories was shown to generate the most general quantum critical (scaling)
behavior for finite density systems, [36, 43], displaying (anisotropic) scale invariance or
1See [38] for a review of recent experimental data and a change of paradigm implied by holographic
models.
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hyperscaling violation depending on the values of γ and δ. Therefore, it forms an important
template for the low energy universality classes at finite density that can provide building
blocks for more general systems along the lines proposed in [44]. In particular, deff in
(1) was showed in [36] to be directly related to ’hidden’ scale invariance of some fictitious
higher-dimensional theory, related to (2), (3) by generalised dimensional reduction (see
below).
However, the EHTs used so far included only up to two derivatives. To study further
the dynamics when couplings (such as the ’t Hooft coupling) are large but finite, higher-
derivative interactions must be included. Indeed, these will become important close to
the singularity for the electrically charged solutions as the scalar runs logarithmically and
the string coupling diverges, [53, 41] (in the magnetic case on the other hand, quantum
effects will need to be taken into account, [45]). Moreover, transport coefficients such as
the shear viscosity, which control the out-of-equilibrium behaviour and obey universal laws
in two-derivative setups, [46], may violate these laws upon turning on higher derivatives,
[4]. It is therefore worthwhile to study how these departures from universality occur, as
well as their dependence on temperature and density.
A central role in EGTs is played by their exact solutions. Amongst them, their black
hole solutions stand out as strongly gravitating backgrounds protected in their UV sector
by the presence of an event horizon. They are essential for the understanding of screening
mechanisms, like Vainshtein’s, [32], and strong gravity astrophysical phenomena. Black
holes are furthermore thermal backgrounds with calculable thermodynamic or transport
quantities. Beyond General Relativity, specific EGTs can admit black holes with primary
or secondary hair, permitting non-trivial fields to be switched on in their horizon vicinity,
and allowing a richer phase structure of solutions for given asymptotic conditions (see
for example [33]). They provide in this sense multiple, regular saddle points in specific
thermal baths presenting often phase transitions from non-hairy to hairy black holes as the
temperature of the heat bath is lowered.
Exact black hole solutions have been known for a long time both in Lovelock theory,
[47]-[51], and for two-derivative scalar-tensor theories, [53]-[56]. In the latter, dilatonic
black holes can display unusual asymptotics, departing from AdS, but still allow for a
consistent description. However, they have proven hard to find analytically with higher-
derivatives, and only perturbative or numerical results are known [19, 52, 58]. Motivated
by the diverse considerations above, we would like to make progress on the front of exact
black hole solutions in higher-derivative theories. As we shall see, the key in obtaining these
combines two ingredients: Lovelock theory and generalised (Kaluza-Klein) dimensional
reduction, [59, 36, 60].
A dimensional reduction is called generalised if it is a consistent reduction (every
solution of the lower-dimensional field equations can be lifted to a solution of the higher-
dimensional field equations) and the number of reduced dimensions is kept arbitrary and
can be analytically continued in the lower-dimensional theory to a continuous, real parame-
ter. Then, all properties of the usually complicated, lower-dimensional setup can be inferred
via the reduction. For instance, [59] derived the first-order hydrodynamic transport coef-
ficients of non-conformal branes, [61], by connecting them to AdS black branes. In [36], it
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was found that the scaling solutions of Einstein Maxwell Dilaton theories studied in [39]
with running dilaton can be uplifted to AdS or Lifshitz solutions of a higher-dimensional
gravitational EHT. This explains their scaling behavior as well as the special values of
the dilaton functions that separate gapless from gapped solutions. In [60], the effect of
non-diagonal KK vectors was investigated.
To sum up, our goal in this work is to make progress on the front of the analyti-
cal study of higher-derivative scalar(-vector)-tensor theories, by starting from a controlled
setup (Lovelock theory) where ghosts are absent, and using generalised dimensional re-
duction, which is essential to our analytical treatment. As advertised above, the solutions
we obtain are relevant both for modified gravity theories (Galileons) - providing the first
spherically symmetric analytical black hole solutions in this setup - and for holography -
in particular for determining the fate of the near-horizon scaling geometries under higher-
derivative corrections.
The plan of the rest of paper is as follows. In section 1, we perform a generalised
diagonal reduction from an arbitrary-dimensional Einstein Gauss-Bonnet theory and show
that it is consistent if the compactified space is a Gauss-Bonnet space, which generalises
the usual notion of an Einstein space. The result is a scalar-tensor theory with quartic
derivatives in the metric and scalar field, depending on a continuous, real parameter. The
full details of the reduction are enclosed in Appendix A. In section 2, we take advantage
of our reduction scheme to derive a family of static, spherically symmetric black hole
solutions, with arbitrary horizon topology. To the best of our knowledge, these are the
first exact analytical black hole solutions derived in a scalar-tensor theory with higher-
derivative interactions. We study successively the planar and spherical cases, and then
turn to the Galileon frame. In section 3, we describe how to set up the holographic
dictionary for toroidal reductions, and then derive the thermodynamics and first-order
hydrodynamic transport coefficients for the solutions of section 2. Finally, in section 4, we
turn to a non-diagonal reduction on a circle, which cannot be generalised, derive an exact
black hole solution, sketch how to set up holography for this class of theories, and study
thermodynamics and first-order hydrodynamics. Section 5 contains our conclusions.
1. Generalised Kaluza-Klein reduction of Einstein Maxwell Gauss-Bonnet
theories
Our starting point is the D-dimensional Einstein Gauss-Bonnet action with a U(1) Maxwell
field. This term represents the 5 or 6-dimensional Lovelock theory; although we consider
D to be arbitrary, we will truncate higher-derivative terms at this level for simplicity. We
have
S =
1
16piGN
∫
dDx
√−g
[
−2Λ +R+ αˆG − 1
4
F 2
]
, (1.1)
where
G = R2ABCD − 4R2AB +R2 (1.2)
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is the Gauss-Bonnet curvature invariant. Metric variation of the action gives
EAB = GAB + ΛgAB − αˆHAB = 1
2
FCA FBC −
1
8
F 2gAB (1.3)
with GAB the Einstein tensor and HAB the Lanczos tensor
HAB =
gAB
2
G − 2RRAB + 4RACRCB + 4RCDRC DA B − 2RACDER CDEB . (1.4)
We consider a diagonal reduction along some arbitrary n-dimensional internal space
K˜, reducing down to p+ 1 spacetime dimensions (D = p+ n+ 1):
ds2 = e−δφds¯2 + e
φ
δ
(
2
p−1−δ2
)
dK˜2 ,
p− 1
2
δ2 =
n
n+ p− 1 . (1.5)
All terms with a tilde will refer to the n-dimensional internal space, while terms with a bar
will refer to the (p+1)-dimensional theory. By exchanging n - the arbitrary integer number
of reduced dimensions - for δ and analytically continuing the latter to the whole real line,
this reduction is generalised in the manner of [59, 60]. This analytic continuation is possible
if and only if one shows the consistency of the KK reduction for an arbitrary number of
dimensions, i.e. the reduced equations of motion are derived from the reduced action. In
Appendix A, we give the full details of the reduction and show that it is consistent if the
internal space K˜ is a Gauss-Bonnet space. A Gauss-Bonnet space is characterised by two
properties: it is an Einstein space whose Lanczos tensor (1.4) is also proportional to the
metric, (A.17). At the end of the day the reduced action reads,
S¯ =
∫
dp+1x
√−g¯
{
R¯
[
1 + 2αˆR˜e
− φ
(p−1)δ (2−(p−1)δ2)
]
− 2Λe−δφ + R˜e−
2φ
(p−1)δ − e
δφ
4
F 2
+ αˆG˜e−
φ
(p−1)δ (4−(p−1)δ2) − 1
2
∂φ2
[
1 + 2αˆc5(δ, p)R˜e
− φ
(p−1)δ (2−(p−1)δ2)
]
+αˆeδφ
[
G¯ + c2(δ, p)G¯µν∂µφ∂νφ+ c3(δ, p)
(
∂φ2
)2
+ c4(δ, p)∂φ
2φ
]}
.
(1.6)
Note the higher order Gauss-Bonnet coupling αˆ that parametrises the presence of higher
order corrections emanating from the Gauss-Bonnet invariant. The ci(δ, p) are coefficients
fixed by the Kaluza-Klein reduction:
c2(δ, p) =
2[n(p− 3) + (p− 1)2]
(p− 1)(n+ p− 1) = 2(1− δ
2) , (1.7)
c3(δ, p) =
2(p− 1)2 − n(p2 − 1)− n2(p− 3)
4n(p− 1)(n+ p− 1) =
3δ2
4
− p+ 5
4(p− 1) +
δ−2
(p− 1)2 , (1.8)
c4(δ, p) =
√
2(n+ 1− p)√
n(p− 1)(n+ p− 1) =
2
(p− 1)δ
[
(p− 1)δ2 − 1] , (1.9)
c5(δ, p) =
n(p+ n− 5)− 6(p− 1)
n(n+ p− 1) = −δ
2 +
p+ 7
p− 1 −
12
(p− 1)2δ2 . (1.10)
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The real number δ parametrises the theory according to the above coefficients. Generically
we see that the reduction has given us a triple exponential potential, namely
Veff = −2Λe−δφ + R˜e−
2φ
(p−1)δ + αˆG˜e−
φ
(p−1)δ (4−(p−1)δ2), (1.11)
and a number of higher order kinetic terms including the (p+1)-dimensional Gauss-Bonnet
density. Even for p = 3 this term is no longer topological since it couples to the scalar field
φ.
When we switch off the higher order coupling constant αˆ = 0, we obtain an Einstein-
Maxwell-dilaton theory with a double exponential potential, originating from the higher-
dimensional cosmological constant and the Ricci curvature R˜ of the compactified space.
Moreover, the frame is then the Einstein frame (for a nice discussion on parametrisations
of scalar-tensor theories see [62]), which motivated our choice of the conformal factor in
(1.5). Note that the action is symmetric under the exchange
−2Λ←→ R˜ , δ ←→ 2
(p− 1)δ , (1.12)
as was first noted in [63] in the case of Weyl geometries. This symmetry in the action does
not survive the introduction of a non-zero coupling, αˆ 6= 0.
The case where the compactified/internal space is not flat, [26], [27], turns out to be
far more complex since terms proportional to the internal Ricci and Gauss-Bonnet scalar
appear: some are just additional exponential terms in the effective potential (1.11) and
do not present any particular difficulty, but two terms come and renormalise the kinetic
term for the scalar field and the coefficient in front of the (p+ 1)-dimensional Ricci scalar.
Thus, the lower-dimensional frame is not generically the Einstein frame. When we have a
flat internal space, we could still characterise (1.6) as being the Einstein frame with the
caution that the scalar degree of freedom is still not minimally coupled to the metric due
to (any of) the higher order kinetic terms (see for example [64]). All these considerations
put aside, for definiteness, this is the frame we will consider in the forthcoming sections
having in mind holographic or stringy applications.
Another interesting frame to consider is the frame where there is no conformal factor
of φ in front of the (p+ 1)-dimensional part of the reduction Ansatz:2
ds2(p+n+1) = ds¯
2
(p+1) + e
φdK˜2(n) . (1.13)
In (A.1), this amounts to setting α = 0 and absorbing β in φ. Alternatively, one may also
perform a conformal transformation in the action (1.6). In this frame, the reduced action
2In holographic studies, this frame is called the dual frame, where one can most easily set up the
holographic dictionary for non-conformal branes, as they are asymptotically AdS in this particular frame,
[61, 66, 59, 60].
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reads
S¯galileon =
∫
dp+1x
√−g¯ en2 φ
{
R¯− 2Λ + αˆG¯ + n
4
(n− 1)∂φ2 − αˆn(n− 1)G¯µν∂µφ∂νφ
− αˆ
4
n(n− 1)(n− 2)∂φ2φ+ αˆ
16
n(n− 1)2(n− 2) (∂φ2)2
+e−φR˜
[
1 + αˆR¯+ αˆ4(n− 2)(n− 3)∂φ2]+ αˆG˜e−2φ} ,
(1.14)
This action can be related to so-called Galileon actions, [8, 9, 10, 17]: it has been shown
in [29] how covariant Galileon actions could be obtained by dimensionally reducing from
Lovelock actions. In this work, we truncate to the second Lovelock order, that is up to
the Gauss-Bonnet term. Again the reduction is a consistent one, meaning that all lower-
dimensional solutions can be uplifted to p + n + 1 dimensions, and conversely that all
higher-dimensional solutions of Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet theories respecting the symmetries
of (1.13) can be reduced to yield a solution of the second-order Galileon action. Finally,
remember that the reduction is generalised, which means that the number of reduced
dimensions n in (1.14) can be analytically continued to the real axis and thus generates a
continuous family of theories, labeled by n. Here, it is interesting to note that neglecting
the Einstein-Hilbert term, in (1.1) (or taking αˆ infinite), considering flat compactification
and n = 1 gives three out of the four ’Fab 4’ terms [30] for specific exponential couplings.
In particular, notice that one picks up an ordinary Einstein-Hilbert term from reduction
of the higher order Gauss-Bonnet term as has been noticed in codimension 2 braneworld
scenarios, [65].
The Galileon field can then simply be understood to be the scalar parameterising the
volume of the internal space. Reducing from the Einstein - Gauss-Bonnet action yields
all the terms up to quartic order in derivatives (either of the metric or the scalar, or a
mixed combination of the two). Reducing higher order Lovelock densities will yield terms
with a higher number of derivatives. A typical example is the Paul term appearing in
Fab 4 theory [30] which involves six derivatives but still gives second order field equations.
This term originates from the third order Lovelock density [29, 30]. Reinterpreted in
the higher-dimensional picture, it is quite natural why second-order equations of motion
should derive from the Galileon actions. Finally, the shift symmetry of the scalar can now
be construed as the lower-dimensional truncation of the higher-dimensional symmetries to
those diffeomorphisms which leave the reduced metric invariant.
2. Charged dilatonic Einstein Gauss-Bonnet black holes
Having the reduced higher order theories at hand, we shall review the seed black holes
in D-dimensional Gauss-Bonnet theories (1.1) and their basic properties. We will then
dimensionally reduce these in the two different frames using the reduction we established
in section 1.
– 8 –
2.1 Black holes in Einstein Gauss-Bonnet theories
Start by defining the reduced Lovelock coefficients in spacetime dimension D
L−2 =
−2Λ
(D − 1)(D − 2) , α˜ = 2αˆ(D − 3)(D − 4) . (2.1)
The black hole solutions3 to action (1.1) take the form
ds2(D) = −V (ρ)dt2 +
dρ2
V (ρ)
+ ρ2dK2(D−2) , (2.2)
V (ρ) = k +
ρ2
α˜
[
1∓
√
1− 2α˜
L2
− α˜
2Θ
ρ4
+
4α˜m
ρD−1
− 2α˜q
2
ρ2(D−2)
]
, (2.3)
A =
√
2
(D − 2)
(D − 3)
q
ρD−3+
(
1−
(
ρ+
ρ
)D−3)
dτ , (2.4)
where the ’−’, Einstein, and ’+’, Gauss-Bonnet branch are to be distinguished.4
The IR AdS vacuum scale is renormalised to
Λe =
(D − 1)(D − 2)
2α˜
(
1−
√
1 +
2α˜
L2
)
. (2.5)
Though the coupling to Gauss-Bonnet renormalises the bare cosmological constant, it has
no influence on the sign of the effective one: one may check from (2.5) that sign(Λe) =
sign(Λ). Finally, whenever αˆΛ < 0, one must take care that the square root in (2.5) is
well-defined:
Λ < 0 ⇒ 0 ≤ α˜ ≤ α˜max , α˜max = (D − 1)(D − 2)
(−4Λ) , (2.6)
Λ > 0 ⇒ α˜min ≤ α˜ ≤ 0 , α˜min = −(D − 1)(D − 2)
4Λ
. (2.7)
The limiting case where these bounds are saturated is special: there exists a single vacuum
to the theory, with an enhanced symmetry group. For instance, in odd dimensions, the
theory can be rewritten in one dimension higher as a Chern-Simons theory, [70].
The integration constants m and q are related to the mass and charge of the black
hole. The constants k and Θ are related to the geometry of the horizon sections, KD−2.
If we discard momentarily the Θ term appearing in the black hole potential, an expansion
for large ρ gives us the RN plus cosmological constant solution of higher-dimensional GR.
However, in order for (2.2) to be a solution for the higher order theory, KD−2 must be a
Gauss-Bonnet space, which is a space verifying both the usual Einstein space condition (as
for GR)
Rij = (D − 3)khij , k = 0,±1 for a constant curvature space, (2.8)
3Spherically symmetric black hole solutions with maximally symmetric horizon (Θ = 0) were first ex-
hibited in [47]-[49], while topological AdS black holes were studied in [67], and dS ones in [68].
4Note that the + branch vacuum is perturbatively unstable, [69] and does not have a smooth αˆ → 0,
Einstein limit. For these two reasons and for what follows, we shall focus on the − branch.
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but also that the Lanczos tensor of the horizon should also be proportional to the horizon
metric. For an Einstein metric this translates to the following condition on the Weyl tensor
CiklmC
jklm =
(D − 3)!
(D − 6)!Θδ
j
i , (2.9)
where Θ is a constant. This term first appeared as an obstruction to Einstein type horizons
for Lovelock theory in [71], and later the black hole solutions were investigated with specific
examples in D = 6 in [72] (see also [73]).
In this work, we shall consider a specific horizon geometry which realises the Gauss-
Bonnet space condition: a product of maximally symmetric spaces with equal radii (see
Appendix B and [74] for proof). SettingD−2 = m(1+s) withm and s two positive integers,
the horizon has geometry (Km)1+s, where the Km are maximally symmetric spaces with
equal radii and curvature κ = ±1, 0. Then, one shows that
k =
(m− 1)
D − 3 κ , m(1 + s) = D − 2 , κ = ±1, 0 , (2.10)
G = (D − 2)(m− 1) [(D − 2)(m− 1)− 2(2m− 3)]κ2 , (2.11)
Θ =
(D − 6)!
(D − 2)!G − k
2 =
2(D −m− 2)
(m− 1)(D − 4)(D − 5)κ
2. (2.12)
Setting s = 0 and m = D − 2 in the above recovers the usual formulæ for homogeneous
spaces (in particular Θ = 0).
This induces an important difference between GR and EGB theory. Take D = 6 in
order to fix the discussion and as our horizon consider the homogeneous space S4 (m = 4,
s = 0): k = +1 from (2.10). Θ is obviously zero and we are in the Boulware-Deser family
of solutions, [47]. Take now a non-homogeneous Einstein space S2×S2 (m = 2, s = 1) with
both spheres having the same curvature. In this case, it is easy to see that Θ is constant
and non-zero. In GR, although the black hole potential (2.3) is identical for both of the
horizon geometries, the normalised constant k appearing in the latter case is not unity for
each unit sphere, in fact we can see that k = 1/3 from (2.10). This not only changes the
asymptotics but also renders the m = 0 solution singular with a real curvature singularity
at ρ = 0. The situation is similar to the gravitational monopole,5 [75], except that here
there is no matter core to smooth out the singularity at ρ = 0. Of course the singularity can
be screened from a far away observer by having a large enough mass m. This is the slightly
pathological situation in GR: a mass is needed to regularise the geometry. In Lovelock
theory however, there is an important change, for the presence of the extra curvature
term induces a contribution in the potential (2.3) which can actually cover the singularity,
[72], giving us a regular gravitational monopole-like solution. Thinking in effective theory
terms, we have a precise example where the leading stringy correction can actually dress
an otherwise naked singularity. We will come back to this when looking closer at four-
dimensional dilatonic black holes in sections 2.3 and 2.4, where we will want to consider
multiples of m-spheres in order to have a locally Sm horizon black hole.
5We thank Eugeny Babichev for discussions on this subject.
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Since the metric is static, zeros of (2.3) correspond to event horizons, r = rh, while
r = 0 is the central curvature singularity, and wherever there is a zero of the square root
we have a branch singularity at r = rs ≥ 0. The spacetime is a black hole if and only if
0 ≤ rS < rh and f(r > rh) > 0, notwithstanding the occurrence of a cosmological horizon.
2.2 Planar dilatonic black hole
The simplest case is the toroidal reduction, which gives rise to a black hole with a planar
horizon. This solution is a 0-brane in p + 1 dimensions and is of particular interest as
a finite temperature background for holographic applications. The reduced action (1.6)
is simplified since all ”tilded” geometric terms are identically zero given that the internal
space is flat. This is a requirement from the fact that we want to have a planar horizon black
hole in p+1 dimensions and hence the D-dimensional black hole (2.2) must also have a flat
horizon given condition (2.8).6 Obviously here we are interested in locally AdS (instead
of flat or dS) type of asymptotics in order to have an event horizon with planar geometry
in D dimensions. Comparing the KK Ansatz (1.5) and (2.2), we can identify the lower-
dimensional fields (after some rescalings of the coordinates and integration constants):
ds2(p+1) = r
2
[
−f(r)dt2 + dR2(p−1)
]
+
r(p−1)δ2−2dr2
f(r)
, (2.13)
f(r) =
1
α˜r
[
1∓
√
1− 2α˜r
(
1
`2
− 2m
rp−
p−1
2
δ2
+
q2
r2(p−1)
)]
, (2.14)
eφ = r(p−1)δ , (2.15)
A = −
√
2(p− 1)
(p− 2) + (p−1)δ22
q
r(p−2)
(p−1)δ2
2
dt , (2.16)
having defined the lower-dimensional Lovelock coefficients
`−2 =
−2Λ
(p− 1)
(
p− p−12 δ2
) , α˜r = 2αˆ(p− 2 + 1
2
(p− 1)δ2
)
(p− 3 + (p− 1)δ2). (2.17)
Note that
sign(α˜r) = sign(αˆ) , ` ∈ R⇒ Λ
(
p− 1
2
(p− 1)δ2
)
< 0 . (2.18)
and m, q are respectively related to the mass and charge of the solution. This planar black
hole reduces to the usual γ = δ Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton solution7 upon taking the α˜r → 0
limit of the Einstein branch. In fact here, our effective potential (1.11) is just the usual
Liouville potential Veff = −2Λe−δφ. The δ = 0 limit correctly recovers the non-dilatonic
Gauss-Bonnet planar black hole (with a note of caution for p = 3 since α˜r → 0). For values
6There may be Euclidean signature geometric spaces such that we have a Ricci flat space but with Θ 6= 0.
This is an open question and would be an interesting extension to what we consider here.
7See [52] for the neutral version, and [54]-[56],[39], for the charged version of the dilatonic Einstein black
hole with a planar horizon. See also [57] for an earlier study of the interpretation of Einstein dilatonic black
holes via dimensional reduction.
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of δ such that (p−1)δ2/2 < p, the mass term under the square root decays asymptotically.
Clearly the asymptotes are unusual given the fall-off of the mass term, compared to the
non-dilatonic case, δ = 0. Consider then δ2 < 2p/(p − 1). Since the black hole is static,
any zeros of the potential (2.14) will be coordinate singularities (horizons): we can define
Kruskal coordinates in the usual way,
dv± = dt± dr
f(r)
(2.19)
and the charts (v±, r) are then regular in the past and future light cone. However, apart
from the central singularity at r = 0, we have to also make sure that there are no zeros of
the square root in (2.14), which correspond to additional branch singularities due to the
higher order corrections in α˜r. Already our vacuum, (m, q) = (0, 0) is restricted by the
condition,
2α˜r ≤ `2 , (2.20)
which when saturated corresponds to the strong coupling case [69] sometimes referred to
as the Chern-Simons (Born-Infeld) limit in odd (even) dimensions in the vacuum higher-
dimensional solutions (see also [70]). In this limit the two branches merge and the (in)stability
of the vacuum cannot be decided in a linear perturbation manner, [69]. In loose terms, the
closer we are to this saturation point, the bigger the effect of the higher order terms in α˜r.
In order to analyse the horizon structure of the solution, we follow Myers and Simon,
[51] (see also [18]). Define the polynomials Q and P:
Q(x) = x2(p−1) − α˜rP(x) , (2.21)
P(x) =
2
`2
x2(p−1) − 4mxp−2+ p−12 δ2 + 2q2 . (2.22)
Note that P is of the same sign as f(r), so it is easy to determine the nature of the spacetime
(black hole or cosmological) from the large r behaviour of P. The zeros of P determine
horizons and are identical to the zeros of (2.14) for α˜r = 0, hence horizon positions are
independent of the coupling α˜r. One can show that the zeros of Q are branch singularities,
and given (2.21), we have Q(rh) > 0 wherever P(rh) = 0. If 0 < 2α˜r ≤ `2, Q is an increasing
function and then zeros of P are to the right of branch singularities. Thus, for large enough
mass compared to charge, we will have an inner and outer event horizon, exactly as for
α˜r = 0, [56, 39]. When α˜r < 0 and small enough, the inner and event horizon remain
intact. However, increasing the magnitude of α˜r, the inner horizon is replaced by a branch
singularity. Once again, (2.21) tells us this branch singularity is always to the left of the
outermost horizon, and hence the black hole structure is preserved.
When the mass term in (2.14) is non-decaying, δ2 > 2p/(p−1), the large r asymptotes
remain nevertheless non-singular. However, note that Λ > 0, (2.18). Firstly, when α˜r < 0,
the branch singularity occurs after the event horizon: the solution is always singular. When
0 < 2α˜r ≤ `2, the horizon is cosmological at finite rc and the metric is timelike beyond
r > rc. In either case we no longer have a black hole.
Note that the higher-derivative terms leave the near-horizon region of the near-extremal
black hole unaffected: this is still AdS2 ×R(p−1). This is not unexpected, given that our
solution descends from and AdS black hole in higher dimensions.
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2.3 Spherical dilatonic black hole
We now move on to the scalar-tensor black hole with a curved horizon. As noted in sec-
tion 2.1, in order for the higher-dimensional black hole to be a solution, the n-dimensional
horizon must be a Gauss-Bonnet space, both its Ricci and Lanczos tensors must be propor-
tional to the metric (2.8), (2.9) respectively. The typical example is a maximally symmetric
space with constant (positive, zero or negative) curvature, that is the sphere, the torus or
the hyperbolic plane. A dimensional reduction of such a space would generically yield
naked singularities at the poles of the reduced sphere and along the radial direction, for
the (p + 1)-dimensional metric. A less trivial example of a Gauss-Bonnet space is that of
an (n+ p− 1)-dimensional horizon, decomposed into a product of m-dimensional constant
curvature spaces: (Km)s+1, with n+p−1 = m(s+ 1) (see Appendix B and [74] for proof).
Starting from the seed (n + p + 1)-dimensional Gauss-Bonnet black hole of section
2.1 with potential (2.3) and horizon sections (Km)s+1, and identifying K˜n ∼ (Km)s in the
reduction Ansatz (1.5), we obtain the following dilatonic black hole solution with maximally
symmetric sections K2(p−1),
ds2(p+1) = −f(r)dt2 +
eδφdr2
f(r)
+ r2dK2(p−1), (2.23)
f(r) = κ¯r(p−1)δ
2
+
r2
α˜r
(
1∓
√
1− 2α˜r
(
1
`2
+
α˜rΘ¯
r4−2(p−1)δ2
− 2m
rp−
p−1
2
δ2
+
q2
r2(p−1)
))
,
(2.24)
eφ = r(p−1)δ , (2.25)
A = −
√
2(p− 1)
(p− 2) + (p−1)2 δ2
q
r
(p−2)+ (p−1)
2
δ2
+
[
1−
(r+
r
)(p−2)+ (p−1)
2
δ2
]
dt , (2.26)
with the analytically continued coefficients (2.17), m and q the mass and charge integration
constants and κ¯, Θ¯ related to the horizon geometry - to be defined shortly. In order to have
a constant curvature horizon for the (p+ 1)-dimensional solution we have taken m = p−1,
as well as traded the number of reduced dimensions n = (p− 1)s for the real parameter δ
as in (1.5),
s =
(p− 1)δ2
2− (p− 1)δ2 . (2.27)
Once the Kaluza-Klein reduction has been carried out, we can analytically continue δ to
the whole real line, and enlarge the family of solutions obtained.
This black hole solution is a classical extremum of the action (1.6) with the effective
potential (1.11) for the scalar. Its coefficients are fixed by the reduction
R˜ = s(p− 1)(p− 2)κ , (2.28)
G˜ = s(p− 1)(p− 2) [s(p− 1)(p− 2)− 2(2p− 5)]κ2 , (2.29)
and related to the curvature κ of the dilatonic black hole. We again concentrate on the
Einstein branch of the solution. In the absence of α˜r, the solution given here is in the
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Einstein frame (1.6) and reduces to a solution discovered in [53]. In presence of the higher
order corrections the term ”Einstein frame” is ambiguous for the scalar and tensor parts
mix inevitably through the higher order terms. For α˜r 6= 0, our solution (2.24) is a
generalisation of that of [53].
Setting κ¯ = 0 in (2.23) brings us back to the case of a toroidal reduction and to the
planar dilatonic black hole of section 2.2. When κ¯ 6= 0, there are two horizon curvature
terms in the solution (2.24),
κ¯ =
(p− 2)κ
λ (p− 1− λ) , λ = 1− (p− 1)
δ2
2
, −∞ < λ < 1 , (2.30)
Θ¯ =
(p− 1)(1− λ)λκ¯2
(p− 1− 2λ) (p− 1− 3λ) (p− 2) , (2.31)
where again κ = 0,±1. Firstly, κ¯ stands for the standard curvature term, present for
α˜r = 0, whereas Θ¯ originates from the higher order Gauss-Bonnet condition (2.9). For
p > 3, the sign of the curvature terms is dictated by λ, whereas for p = 3 the last factor in
the denominator of (2.31) also affects the sign. This will be important for the regularity
of the solutions (cf Tables 1,2). The Θ¯ dependence in (2.24) is a blessing since the failure
of the horizon curvature term κ¯ to be equal to κ is translated in a solid deficit angle at
r = 0. In other words, the area of the (p − 1)-dimensional horizon is reduced via the
numerical factor in (2.30) with respect to that of the standard (p− 1)-dimensional sphere
(or hyperboloid). Hence, even for (m, q) = (0, 0), the solution presents a real curvature
singularity at r = 0 (including when α˜r = 0). Here, as we emphasized in section 2, the
additional curvature term portrayed by Θ¯ can cover up the singularity by an event horizon
without assuming matter in the face of m (Tables 1,2). This is a nice analytic example
where highe-derivative curvature corrections in α˜r screen an otherwise naked singularity.
We now turn to the asymptotic region (large r). For a start, we can have an idea of
the solution in question by taking α˜r small (thus approaching the Einstein solution α˜r = 0)
and expanding the square root of (2.24):
f(r) ∼ κ¯r(p−1)δ2 + r
2
`2
+
α˜rΘ¯
2r2−2(p−1)δ2
− 2m
rp−2−
p−1
2
δ2
+
q2
r2(p−2)
+ ... (2.32)
The solution asymptotes the α˜r = 0 limit while the leading α˜r term can create an additional
horizon as we will see in a moment. This provides an overall effective picture of the solution,
but let us go back to α˜r arbitrary. Whenever λ > 0, the asymptotes are driven as usual by
the cosmological constant scale, `. However, whenever 1−p < λ < 0, they are governed by
the κ¯ and Θ¯ terms, a more exotic situation. This can be interpreted in the Einstein limit
α˜r = 0 as the fact that the uplifted solution can be either an AdS black hole (λ > 0) or an
AdS×H spacetime (λ < 0), [60]. Although this does not happen when the Gauss-Bonnet
term is turned on, this interplay of asymptotes still occurs. The special value λ = 0 is
regular if one takes a scaling limit where simultaneously κ = 0, such that κ¯ remains finite
but Θ¯ vanishes (all terms in the effective potential (1.11) collapse to a single exponential).
Then, the planar solution is obtained. If −∞ < λ < 1− p, the mass term dominates over
the Λ term at infinity, but remains subdominant to the horizon curvature terms κ¯ and Θ¯,
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Λ < 0 Λ > 0
α˜r > 0 α˜r < 0 α˜r > 0 α˜r < 0
λ κ > 0 κ < 0 κ > 0 κ < 0 κ > 0 κ < 0 κ > 0 κ < 0
]−∞, 1− p[ Nc O C O (N) Nc O C N
]1− p, 0[ C N C N Nc O Nc O (N)
0 (κ = 0) N (∅) Nc (∅)
]0, 1[ N (∅) K, O (∅) O O C C O, C (∅) Nc
]2/3, 1[ (p=3) O (∅) O (∅) N K, O O, C Nc C (∅) C (∅)
δ = 0 (p > 3) AdS (∅) K (∅) AdS K C ∅ C (∅) ∅
Table 1: Summary of horizon screening of the background (m = 0, q = 0) curvature singularity by
the Θ¯ term, in terms of the sign of Λ, α˜r and κ¯ as well as the value of λ (δ
2). The case λ = 1− p
is displayed in Table 2. O: Outer (event) horizon ; K: Killing horizon ; C: Cosmological horizon
; N(c): (Cosmological) Naked singularity ; ∅: undefined background. In parenthesis, we indicate
that the situation depends on the value of α˜rΛ given the dependence of (2.36), (2.37) on these
factors. The last row gives the δ = 0 case for comparison.
and the asymptotic nature of the spacetime is determined by the sign of κ¯. The limiting
value λ = 1 − p can be regularised by taking another scaling limit with Λ = 0 so that `
remains finite (the Λ term in the effective potential (1.11) drops out), and the asymptotes
are still driven by the curvature terms.
To determine the presence of horizons and branch singularities, we can proceed as in
section 2.2 and look for roots of, respectively:
P(x) = x2(p−1)
[
2
`2
+ 2κ¯x−2λ + α˜r(κ¯2 + 2Θ¯)x−4λ
]
− 4mxp−1−λ + 2q2 , (2.33)
Q(x) = −α˜rP (x) + x2(p−1)(1 + α˜rκ¯x−2λ)2 . (2.34)
Already (2.34) tells us that Q(rh) > 0 (for P > 0), which is particularily useful since we
need to always verify rh > rs in order for the solution to have a regular outer event horizon.
As the polynomial P is obtained upon squaring f(r), this imposes the additional inequality
α˜rκ¯r
−2λ
h + 1 ≥ 0 , (2.35)
which is redundant if α˜rκ¯ ≥ 0, but otherwise bounds the permitted region of values for rh.
Unlike the case κ¯ = 0, the horizon positions now depend on α˜r (the dependence on
α˜r will be reiterated by the black hole thermodynamics). Whenever λ > 0 and given that
Q(rh) > 0, the branch singularity will be generically covered by an event horizon. For
simplicity, we will discuss in detail the presence of horizons when the mass and charge
parameters m, q are turned on in section 2.4 for the Galileon black hole. Here, we restrict
to m = 0, q = 0, and determine to what extent the Θ¯ term can regularise the background
curvature singularity by covering it with an event horizon.
First off, for (m, q) = (0, 0), the basic condition 2α˜r ≤ `2, valid for κ¯ = 0, is relaxed by
the explicit Θ¯ dependence in the potential. The polynomials P and Q can even be solved
exactly:
r4λs =
2α˜rΘ¯
1− 2α˜r
`2
, (2.36)
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Λ = 0 α˜r > 0 α˜r < 0
λ κ > 0 κ < 0 κ > 0 κ < 0
]−∞, 0[ Nc Nc Nc N
]0, 1[ N C O Nc
]2/3, 1[ (p=3) O Nc N C
δ = 0 (p > 3) Minkowski ∅ Minkowski ∅
Table 2: Summary of horizon screening of the background (m = 0, q = 0) curvature singularity
by the Θ¯ term for Λ = 0, in terms of the sign of α˜r and κ¯ as well as the value of λ (δ
2). The case
δ = 0 is displayed in Table 1. Same conventions as in Table 1.
r2λh =
−κ¯`2
2
[
1±
√
1− 2α˜r
`2
(
1 +
2Θ¯
κ¯2
)]
. (2.37)
These rs and rh are of course well-defined only for some ranges of δ as well as some
relative signs of α˜r, κ¯, Θ¯ and Λ, and the inequality (2.35) imposes further constraints.
We summarise the relevant cases in Tables 1,2. Inspecting these results, one notes that
contrarily to m 6= 0, the background can be well-defined when λ < 1 − p, that is the
curvature singularity is covered by a (geometrical) event horizon. This can also happen
for κ¯ < 0 for all values of λ and both signs of Λ 6= 0 and α˜r ; for κ¯ > 0 however, it only
happens for λ > 0 (with Λ = 0 included).
2.4 Galileon black hole
In this section, we will consider the Ansatz (1.13) for the reduced Galileon action (1.14).
For the sake of clarity and since we are interested for this section in four-dimensional
GR modifications, we will restrict ourselves to p = 3 space dimensions and switch off the
electromagnetic field. The general Galileon solution for arbitrary p and EM field is related
to (2.24) via a conformal transformation and a redefinition of the radial coordinate R,
namely,
e−δφ = r−(p−1)δ
2
, R =
√
n+ 1rλ (2.38)
and can thus be reproduced with ease.
In p = 3 space dimensions, the Galileon action (1.14) admits the following classical
black hole solution, which descends from the higher-dimensional Gauss-Bonnet black hole
using the Ansatz (1.13),
ds¯2(4) = −V (R)dt2 +
dR2
V (R)
+
R2
n+ 1
dK¯2(2) , (2.39)
V (R) = κ+
R2
α˜r
[
1∓
√
1− 2α˜r
l2
− 2α˜
2
rκ
2
(n− 1)R4 +
4α˜rm
R3+n
]
, (2.40)
α˜r = 2αˆn(n+ 1),
1
`2
=
−2Λ
(n+ 2)(n+ 3)
(2.41)
eφ =
R2
n+ 1
, (2.42)
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where κ = 0, 1,−1 is the normalised horizon curvature and we have redefined for this
section the constants α˜r and `. The parameter n is analytically continued to the whole real
line and obviously (2.39) has a higher-dimensional origin only for n positive integer. Setting
Λ = 0 and therefore a spherical horizon κ = 1, we will start by making some qualititative
remarks and describing properties of the solution without entering into technical details.
Note that, taking carefully the n = 0 limit switches off the scalar field and the higher-
derivative corrections, and we obtain pure GR in (1.14) and a Schwarzschild black hole
(2.39). This is particularly interesting since the scalar-tensor solution given above is a
continuous deformation of the Schwarzschild solution. This will be true especially when n
is close to zero. Note also that the solid angle deficit disappears at n = 0, otherwise the
area of the horizon is given by 4piR
2
n+1 . As stressed in the previous sections this will give, at
R = 0, a true curvature singularity even if m = 0. For large R, we have asymptotically a
spacetime metric similar to that of a gravitational monopole, [75]. Taking α˜r = 0, gives a
standard Einstein dilaton solution with a Liouville potential. We expand (2.40) for small
α˜r and large R. We obtain,
V (R) = 1 +
α˜r
(n− 1)R2 −
2m
Rn+1
+ ... (2.43)
This solution is reminiscent of a RN black hole solution where the role of the electric charge
is undertaken by the horizon curvature correction in α˜r. This term dominates the mass
term close to the horizon and for n < 1. Note that it can be of negative sign depending on
the value of n and α˜r. As expected, the further we are from n = 0, the further we deviate
from a standard four-dimensional radial fall-off. This is the overall picture.
We now analyse in some detail the horizon structure. As before, we define two poly-
nomials:
P(x) = −4m + α˜r(n+ 1)
n− 1 x
n−1 + 2xn+1 , (2.44)
Q(x) = −α˜rP(x) +
(
x
3+n
2 + α˜rx
n−1
2
)2
. (2.45)
Horizons Rh of (2.39) are roots of (2.44) whereas branch curvature singularities Rs are roots
of (2.45). Having squared the potential (2.40) we need to also make sure that R2h ≥ α˜r.
The first important question we want to deal with is the central singularity at R = 0, which
is due to the solid deficit angle and is present even if m = 0. Setting m = 0, we have one
branch singularity Rs and a single event horizon Rh,
R4s =
2α˜2r
n− 1 , R
2
h =
α˜r(n+ 1)
2(1− n) . (2.46)
Keeping in mind that n = 0 is the GR limit (e.g. Minkowski), we find that for −1 < n < 1
and α˜r > 0 the singularity at R = 0 is covered by an event horizon created by the higher-
order curvature correction. In its absence (α˜r = 0), this solution would have been singular.
The UV (small R) behaviour of the solution is regularised by the presence of the higher-
order terms. If n > 1 or n < −1, then α˜r < 0 is needed in order to preserve the event
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horizon. Here, when n > 1 the curvature singularity is no longer at R = 0 but at Rs (2.46)
(with Rs < Rh always). The remaining cases are singular.
Now let us switch on the mass, m 6= 0. Whenever α˜r > 0, we have a single event
horizon since P is increasing. When −1 < n < 1, there is no branch singularity however
small m is. On the contrary, when n > 1, the mass is bounded from below in order to avoid
a branch singularity:
m >
(
2
n+ 3
)n+3
4 α˜
n+1
2
r
n− 1 . (2.47)
When n < −1, the solution is also a black hole but the mass term is not falling off at
infinity. The region of most immediate interest is whenever n is small but not zero.
The black hole properties are rather different for α˜r < 0. When −1 < n < 1, there is
an inner and an outer event horizon as long as the following condition is fulfilled:(
1
2
)n+1
2
<
m(1− n)
|α˜r|n+12
<
(
2
n+ 3
)n+3
4
. (2.48)
When n > 1, a single event horizon exists, covering a single branch singularity with Rs <
Rh, (2.45).
3. Holography for Einstein Gauss-Bonnet Dilaton theories
3.1 Holographic dictionary
In this section, we describe how to set up the holographic dictionary for the set of Einstein
Gauss-Bonnet Dilaton theories studied in section 1. For simplicity, we restrict the discus-
sion to toroidal reductions and flat boundaries. The derivation of the lower-dimensional
dictionary via generalised dimensional reduction is explained in full detail in [59, 60], so
we just sketch it here (see also the review [76]).
In the higher-dimensional, conformal theory, the most generic asymptotic form of the
metric is given by the Fefferman-Graham expansion8
ds2(n+p+1) =
dz2
4z2
+
1
z
gabdz
adzb , g = g(0) + z
(n+p)/2
(
g(n+p) + h(n+p) log z
)
+ . . . , (3.1)
where indices (a, b) run over boundary coordinates and we have suppressed these indices in
the expression of g (the boundary metric) for brevity. For a flat boundary, only the source,
g(0), and the vev, g(n+p), appear at order lower than (n + p)/2 in the expansion. The log
term h(n+p) is only present for even-dimensional boundaries, and is related to the metric
variation of the holographic Weyl anomaly. For a curved boundary, all terms g(i<(n+p)/2) at
intermediate orders appear, but can be determined from g(0) using the equations of motion.
8One has to be careful with holographic renormalisation when higher derivatives are present, as they
will generically source new relevant dual operators, [77]. This is evaded in the case of Gauss-Bonnet gravity
since the field equations remain second order, but there might still be irrelevant modes propagating in the
bulk if the higher derivatives are treated non-perturbatively. We will forget about such modes in the present
analysis. We would like to thank Marika Taylor for pointing out this subtlety to us.
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The on-shell action contains UV divergences as z → 0, which can be removed by
supplementing it with the appropriate counterterms. For a flat boundary, a single one is
necessary, [78],
Sct =
1
8piGN
∫
∂M
dn+px
√−γ (n+ p− 1)
3L
(
2 +
√
1− 2α˜
L2
)
, (3.2)
where γ is the induced metric on the (n + p)-dimensional hypersurface ∂M . The renor-
malised action is then
Sren = S + SGHY + SM + Sct , (3.3)
where S is given by (1.1), while SGHY and SM are defined on ∂M to make the variational
problem well-defined, [79].
The holographic stress-energy tensor is the one-point function derived from the on-shell
action (3.3) by functional derivation with respect to g(0):
〈Tab〉 = 2√−g(0) δSrenδgab(0) = (n+ p)L
n+p−1
e
16piGN
g
(n+p)
ab + . . . (3.4)
where dots contain a possible contribution from the Weyl anomaly. Here, Le is the effective
radius of the background AdS spacetime, defined from (2.5). The CFT Ward identity is
then just the statement that the expectation value of the stress-tensor is traceless, up to
the conformal anomaly for even-dimensional boundaries:
〈T aa 〉 = A . (3.5)
Once a consistent dimensional reduction has been established, the lower-dimensional
holographic dictionary is most easily derived in the dual frame, [61, 66, 59, 60], where
the AdS asymptotics are preserved in the lower-dimensional metric. Then, it has the same
Fefferman-Graham expansion as (3.1). In this frame, the action is (1.14). The expansion for
the Kaluza-Klein scalar is fixed by the reduction; the counterterm action can be reduced;
the lower-dimensional one-point correlation functions
〈
T¯ij
〉
and
〈O¯φ〉 follow from 〈Tab〉
projected along external or compact dimensions; the reduced Ward identity measures the
departure from conformality, [59]. In the frame (1.6), the counterterm action reads
S¯ct =
1
8piG¯N
∫
∂M¯
dpx
√−γ¯ (p− 1)
3`
(
2 +
√
1− 2α˜r
`2
)
e−
δ
2
φ, (3.6)
with ` and α˜r given by (2.17). From the reduced holographic stress-energy tensor, one
can for instance derive the thermodynamic and first-order hydrodynamic behaviour of a
given family of black holes, which we proceed to do in sections 3.2 and 3.3. We stress
that this procedure is valid for all solutions of the higher-dimensional theory respecting the
symmetries of the Kaluza-Klein Ansatz (1.5), not just for the specific family of solutions
in section 2.2.
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3.2 Thermodynamics
It is well-known that for a planar horizon, the thermodynamics of the Gauss-Bonnet black
hole is identical to Schwarzschild-(A)dS: the Gauss-Bonnet coupling only couples to curva-
ture terms. All the expressions for the thermodynamic quantities such as the temperature,
entropy and free energy carry through from Einstein to Gauss-Bonnet, including of course
the phase diagram. This is preserved by the reduction scheme. The thermodynamics of
the dilatonic planar Einstein black hole was studied in detail in [39] in four dimensions (see
[60] for generic dimensions), and we refer to this work for a complete description of the
canonical and grand-canonical ensemble. We shall simply recall their main characteristics
in the grand-canonical ensemble here.
Given that the Kaluza-Klein reduction which yielded the dilatonic solution is diagonal,
it is straightforward to derive all thermodynamic quantities in the lower-dimensional frame
from the known higher-dimensional ones, [51, 80, 67, 81, 68, 82, 74]. Note that the latter
may be recovered by setting δ = 0 in all subsequent formulæ, obtaining the thermodynamics
of the pure Gauss-Bonnet black hole in p+ 1 dimensions.
From the reduction Ansatz (1.5) and (2.23), the temperature can be deduced:
T =
r
1−(p−1)δ2/2
+
4pi
[
(p− (p− 1)δ2/2)
`2
−
(
p− 2 + (p− 1)δ
2
2
)
q2
r
2(p−1)
+
]
. (3.7)
Once one has determined the temperature, the other quantities can be deduced, since the
on-shell action evaluated on the black hole solution is invariant, whether expressed in the
higher or in the lower-dimensional frame:
S =
Vrp−1+
4G¯N
(3.8)
where we have defined V the volume of the horizon. The charge and chemical potential are
Q =
Vq
16piG¯N
√
2(p− 1)
(
p− 2 + (p− 1)δ
2
2
)
, (3.9)
Φ =
√√√√ 2(p− 1)(
p− 2 + (p− 1) δ22
) q
r
p−2+(p−1)δ2/2
+
, (3.10)
consistent with (2.26). The mass is
M =
V(p− 1)
16piG¯N
m =
V(p− 1)rp−(p−1)δ2/2+
16piG¯N
[
`−2 +
q2
r
2(p−1)
+
]
(3.11)
and finally the Gibbs free energy:
G = M− TS− ΦQ (3.12)
=
Vrp−(p−1)δ2/2+
16piG¯N
(
1− (p− 1)δ
2
2
)[
−`−2 − q
2
r
2(p−1)
+
]
. (3.13)
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Other, important quantities are the heat capacity at constant chemical potential, and
the electric permittivity at constant temperature :
CΦ = T
dS
dT
∣∣∣∣
Φ
≥ 0 , T = dQ
dΦ
∣∣∣∣
T
≥ 0 , (3.14)
where the inequalities indicate the local stability of the black hole. We shall refrain from
writing out their (lengthy, not particularly enlightening) expressions explicitly.
Finally, one can show that the first law holds as expected
dM = TdS + ΦdQ (3.15)
by checking that
∂G
∂T
∣∣∣∣
Φ
= −S , ∂G
∂Φ
∣∣∣∣
T
= −Q . (3.16)
The thermodynamic behaviour of the planar black holes can be separated into two
ranges, [39]:
• 0 ≤ δ2 ≤ 2/(p − 1): A single branch exists, stable both locally and globally, for all
values of the temperature and chemical potential.
• 2/(p − 1) < δ2 ≤ 2p/(p − 1): A single branch exists, unstable both globally and
locally, for all values of the temperature and chemical potential.
This behaviour can be interpreted in the Kaluza-Klein picture : indeed, it was shown in
[60] that for 0 ≤ δ2 ≤ 2/(p − 1), the charged γ = δ planar Einstein black holes could
be derived from the charged, planar AdS black hole. Accordingly, the thermodynamics is
preserved by the reduction, whether in the Einstein or Gauss-Bonnet case.
As for the range 2/(p−1) < δ2 ≤ 2p/(p−1), the neutral dilatonic Einstein black holes
descend from an (asymptotically flat) black n-brane wrapped on a torus. The charged
version of these black branes in p + n + 1 dimensions yields another family of Einstein
dilatonic black holes (with γδ = 2/(p− 1)), which does not coincide with the γ = δ family
(except for δ2 = 2/(p− 1)). Yet, it turns out that both families of charged solutions share
the thermodynamics of the higher-dimensional black n-brane.
It is quite an interesting result that this similarity survives the introduction of a Gauss-
Bonnet coupling αˆ 6= 0: at least in the Einstein, neutral case, the Kaluza-Klein interpre-
tation relied on the fact that the action (1.6) was invariant under (1.12). As is apparent
from (1.6), this is nolonger true once αˆ 6= 0.
3.3 First-order hydrodynamics
It is also interesting to look at non-equilibrium transport coefficients. To do this, one may
take advantage of the reduction formulæ for the first-order hydrodynamics in [59],9 and
9See [60] for the case including a Kaluza-Klein vector.
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the actual value for the shear viscosity to entropy density for the charged Gauss-Bonnet
black hole, [83]:10
η
s
=
1
4pi
[
1− 8pi(n+ p− 3)αˆ T
ρ+
]
(3.17)
which may induce violation of the so-called KSS bound, [46], for positive Gauss-Bonnet
coupling. From the above and the results in [59], we may deduce that the lower-dimensional
shear and bulk viscosities are:
η¯
s¯
=
1
4pi
1− 8pi (p− 3 + (p− 1)δ2) αˆ T¯
r
1− p−1
2
δ2
+
 (3.18)
ζ¯
η¯
= δ2 . (3.19)
The previous condition on the violation of the KSS bound, [85, 46], is preserved, which
is expected as this is a dynamical constraint on the regularity of the higher-dimensional
spacetime, [59]. The ratio coincides with the result of [86] in p = 4 and with the appro-
priate identifications as well as zero charge, even though the action considered by these
authors is different (the higher-order derivative terms for the scalar are missing). This can
be interpreted as the fact that the shear viscosity is captured by gravitational interaction
terms (actually, the two-point correlation function of transverse gravitons), so that the
higher-derivative scalar terms do not affect this quantity. Generically, one expects that
the introduction of a coupling between a scalar relevant in the IR and higher-derivative
operators should generate a temperature dependence of the ratio η/s,11 [86]-[88], such as is
observed in the Quark-Gluon-Plasma for instance. The fact that the temperature depen-
dence of (3.18) drops out once the charge is turned off can here of course be understood
from the scale invariance of the higher-dimensional theory.
The second ratio gives the bulk viscosity, and saturates the bound proposed in [89]:
ζ¯
η¯
=
2
p− 1 − 2c¯
2
s , (3.20)
where c2s is the adiabatic
12 speed of sound defined from the pressure P and energy density
e as
c¯2s =
∂P¯
∂e¯
∣∣∣∣
s
ρ
=
1− 12(p− 1)δ2
p− 1 . (3.21)
Note however that this is a kinematical constraint descending from the reduction, and that
there is no guarantee it should hold. Indeed, the non-diagonal reduction considered in [60]
violates the bound (3.20) (see also [91]).
10See [4, 84] for related work.
11We would like to thank U. Gu¨rsoy for discussion on this point.
12that is, at fixed ratio of entropy s versus charge density ρ, [90].
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4. Non-diagonal reduction of Einstein Gauss-Bonnet theories
One may also perform a non-diagonal reduction of the usual Gauss-Bonnet action, thus
generating a gauge field in the lower-dimensional action from the higher-dimensional metric:
ds2 = e2αφds¯2 + e−2(p−1)αφ [dw −A]2 , α = −1/
√
2p(p− 1) , (4.1)
A = Aµdxµ . (4.2)
The reduced action takes the following form, [23]:13
S¯ =
∫
dp+1x
√
g¯
{
R¯− 1
2
∂φ2 − 1
4
e
√
2p
p−1φF2 − 2Λe−
√
2
p(p−1)φ
+ αˆe
√
2
p(p−1)φ
[
G¯(p+1) + 2
(p− 2)(p+ 1)
p(p− 1) G¯
µν∂µφ∂νφ+ 2(p− 2)2φ∂φ2
+
1
2
(p− 2)(p− 3) (∂φ2)2]+ 3αˆ
16
e
(2p+1)
√
2
p(p−1)φ
[(F2)2 − 2FλµFµνFνρFρλ]
+ αˆe
(p+1)
√
2
p(p−1)φ
[
−1
2
P¯ λµνρFλµFνρ −
(p− 2)(2p+ 1)
p(p− 1) (Fµν∂
νφ)2
+
(p− 2)Fλµ√
2p(p− 1) (∂
νφ∇νFλµ − 2∂µφ∇νFλν) + (p− 2)(5p+ 1)
4p(p− 1) F
2∂φ2
]}
.
(4.3)
This reduction is not generalised, as it involves a single internal dimension. However, one
could combine it with a diagonal one along the lines of [60] to make it so. We shall not do
so here as the S1 reduction will already be enough for our purposes.
Following [60], let us boost (with parameter ω) the planar GB black hole in p + 2
dimensions14
ds2 = − f(ρ)
ρf0h(ρ)
dτ2 +
dρ2
4ρ2f(ρ)
+
1
ρ
dR2(p−1) +
h(ρ)
ρ
[dw −A]2 , (4.4)
A = −cotanhω
(
1− 1
h(ρ)
)
dτ , h(ρ) = 1 + sinh2 ω
(
1− f(ρ)
f0
)
, (4.5)
f(ρ) =
1
α˜
1−
√√√√1− 2α˜
L 2
(
1−
(
ρ
ρ+
)p+1) , (4.6)
where we restrict the discussion to the Einstein branch and we have defined f0 = f(ρ = 0).
Note that in the system of coordinates above, the boundary is at ρ = 0 and the central
curvature singularity at ρ→ +∞. The lower-dimensional fields read:
ds¯2 = − f(ρ)dτ
2
f0ρ
p
p−1h(ρ)
p−2
p−1
+
[
h(ρ)
ρ
] 1
(p−1)
[
dρ2
4ρ2f(ρ)
+
dR2(p−1)
ρ
]
, (4.7)
13The relation to the conventions of [23] is as follows: n = p+ 2, ψ = eφ, α→ −α. The definition for the
P tensor is given in the Appendix by (A.9).
14One could also imagine starting from an action already containing a Maxwell field, so that the Gauss-
Bonnet black hole carries an electric charge. However, via the boost, it would acquire a component along
the w-direction, which upon reduction will give an axion field (that is, a scalar with a shift symmetry).
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eφ =
[
h(ρ)
ρ
]√ p
2(p−1)
, A = −cotanhω
(
1
cosh2 ω
− 1
h(ρ)
)
dτ . (4.8)
This charged dilatonic Gauss-Bonnet black hole has an event horizon at ρ+ and a curvature
singularity at ρ→ +∞. Another singularity, ρc, sits at the zero of h(ρ)
h(ρc) = 0⇐⇒ ρp+1c =
ρp+1+ sinh
2 α
α˜
2L2
cosh4 α
sinh2 α
− 1
if
2 sinh2 α
cosh4 α
<
α˜
L2
< 1 , (4.9)
so only for a small enough boost parameter ω. This is a pure artifact of the Kaluza-Klein
reduction, and it is resolved in the higher-dimensional picture (the boosted planar AdS
black hole is of course regular everywhere, except at ρ→ +∞), [92].
In the Einstein limit α˜ → 0, this reduces to a special instance of the family of planar
black hole solutions studied in [56, 39, 36, 60] (γδ = 1, δ = ±1/√3 in the conventions of
these works).
The neutral limit corresponds to ω = 0, that is zero boost as expected. On the other
hand, one may take the scaling limit:
ω → +∞ , ρ→ eωρ , τ → e2ωτ , xi → eωxi . (4.10)
This zooms in on the near-horizon region of the near-extremal black hole (NHE limit).
This limit is most explicit by changing coordinates to
ρ−(p+1) = rp+1 − rp+1− , rp+1+ = ρ−(p+1)+ cosh2 ω , rp+1− = ρ−(p+1)+ sinh2 ω , (4.11)
which has the effect of disentangling the two special points r±, and recovers the coordinate
system used in [39] for the so-called γδ = 1 solution in the Einstein limit. Then, the
extremal limit is r+ = r−, and its near-horizon region has the same scaling symmetries as
the Einstein black hole. It displays hyperscaling violation, in the same sense as in [36, 43].
In [60], the lower-dimensional holographic dictionary was derived when the reduction
generates a vector field. In particular, one may find there how to define the proper coun-
terterms to obtain the lower-dimensional renormalised action, etc. Once this is done, the
thermodynamics of the solution (4.7) can be determined:
T =
(p+ 1)
2piL2 coshω
√
f0ρ+
, S =
V coshω
4G¯Nρ
p
2
+
, (4.12)
M =
V
16piG¯NL2
√
f0ρ
p+1
+
(
p cosh2 ω + 1
)
, (4.13)
Φ = tanhω , Q =
V(p+ 1) coshω sinhω
16piG¯NL2
√
f0ρ
p+1
+
, (4.14)
G = − V
16piG¯NL2
√
f0ρ
p+1
+
, (4.15)
which are respectively the temperature, entropy, mass, chemical potential, electric charge
and Gibbs thermodynamic potentials of (4.7). Given our choice of normalisation for the
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boundary metric, these formulæ are identical to their Einstein counterparts. All of them
obey the usual first law of thermodynamics. Note that the temperature goes to zero as
the black hole shrinks, and also when the boost parameter ω diverges, signalling the two
extremal limits, neutral and charged.
In the grand-canonical ensemble, one can readily check that the chemical potential is
a growing, positive function of the boost parameter ω, so that one can be traded with the
other to do the thermodynamic analysis. Consequently, (4.12) defines the equation of state
ρ+[T,Φ] for the black hole radius, and it is straightforward to see that the grand-canonical
ensemble admits a single branch of locally and globally stable black holes, as expected from
the thermodynamic properties of the higher-dimensional AdS planar black hole.
To conclude this section, we turn to the hydrodynamics of the boundary field theory.
The reduction formulæ obtained in [60] are still valid, as they are a kinematical result,
which depends only on the reduction scheme and not on the specifics of the theory under
investigation. Thus, the shear and bulk viscosities, heat and DC conductivities are given
by:
η¯ = η coshω , ζ¯s =
2η¯
p
[
1
p− 1 −
sinh2 ω
(
(p− 1) cosh2 ω + p+ 1)(
(p− 1) cosh2 ω + 1)2
]
, (4.16)
κ¯ =
T¯ η¯
cosh2 ω
, σ¯DC =
κ¯
T¯
=
η¯
cosh2 ω
, (4.17)
where η is the neutral (q = 0) limit of (3.17). The KSS bound is of course still preserved by
the reduction, but the bound on the ratio of bulk to shear viscosity is violated. This stems
from the fact that we have turned on a non-normalisable mode for the lower-dimensional
gauge field. Said otherwise, we have modified the asymptotic expansion of the higher-
dimensional metric, and so the boundary symmetries are different from the static case.
Since this bound is a kinematical statement, which is dependent on the reduction scheme,
there is no reason it should still be saturated, let alone obeyed, once a KK vector is present.
Note that, as one might have expected from the dimensional reduction, the DC con-
ductivity, which is the lower-dimensional two-point correlator for the zero mode of the
boundary gauge field, is related to the lower-dimensional shear viscosity, which is itself the
lower-dimensional two-point correlator for the zero mode of the boundary metric. This is
consistent with their interpretation in the higher-dimensional picture: both are correlators
for the zero mode of the higher-dimensional boundary metric, and so both stem from the
higher-dimensional shear viscosity.
One can compare our result (4.17) to that of [93], where a higher-order correction to
the Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole PλµνρFλµFνρ is considered for p = 3. Our result agrees
with theirs in the zero charge limit, after matching conventions and defining an effective
coupling for the gauge field gF = 2Le
−φ/√3 and an effective AdS radius Le = Leφ/2
√
3.
In particular, the dependence of the result of [93] on αˆ is correctly reproduced from the
(neutral) five-dimensional η/s ratio. For non-zero charge, the answers differ since our
solution is not a correction to the Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole.
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5. Discussion and Conclusions
In this work we have shown how applying generalised dimensional reduction techniques,
[59, 36, 60], allows to generate a class of higher-derivative scalar(-vector)-tensor theories.
Its field equations are second order PDEs. The four-dimensional scalar-tensor version in-
cludes a significant part of the general Horndeski/Galileon theory [7, 17]. A non-diagonal
reduction leads to an even more complex scalar-tensor vector theory that generalizes Ein-
stein Maxwell (although here the reduction is rather restrictive). Furthermore, in arbitrary
dimensions we have a holographic extension of Einstein Maxwell Dilaton theories of the
type studied recently in [39] that describes the low energy behaviour at finite (rather than
infinite) ’t Hooft coupling. The theory we have studied has the following characteristics:
it is parametrised by a continuous real parameter; it comprises higher-derivative couplings
(Galileons) between the metric and scalar field; it admits up to three exponential poten-
tials which have a higher-dimensional geometric origin. The reduction has the remarkable
feature that consistency imposes both the Einstein and Gauss-Bonnet space conditions on
the internal space, while other cases do not seem to lead to equations of motion deriving
from a lower-dimensional action.
We have then presented a class of exact (scalar-vector-tensor) lower-dimensional so-
lutions, stemming from known higher-dimensional charged Einstein Gauss-Bonnet black
holes. The higher-dimensional solutions can have the usual maximally symmetric sections
[47, 48, 50, 67]. This is in particular helpful in order to obtain planar horizon scalar-tensor
black holes. Indeed we find that for a planar horizon, the higher-derivative solution is quite
similar to the Einstein Dilaton case. The horizon positions are independent of the Gauss-
Bonnet coupling and hence so is the temperature, both in the higher and lower-dimensional
theory.
For a scalar-tensor black hole with a spherical horizon there are important changes.
In fact, for the higher-dimensional black holes we need to consider non-homogeneous hori-
zons, i.e. products of spheres, so that the lower-dimensional KK version has spherical (or
hyperbolic) sections. These have to be treated with special caution for they are generically
singular at r = 0 in absence of a mass term. This is due to the fact that the horizon sphere
has a solid angular deficit, similar to the gravitational monopole solution, [75]. For zero
Gauss-Bonnet coupling, this curvature singularity only disappears for zero deficit angle,
which recovers the Schwarzschild solution. Turning on the Gauss-Bonnet coupling plays
an essential role, unlike for planar horizons. On top of changing the horizon positions, it
also creates additional inner or event horizons. Our result is that the first order curvature
correction, in the guise of the Gauss-Bonnet coupling, quite generically dresses the naked
singularity by a regular event horizon, even for zero mass. This is a non-trivial and rare
example where higher-derivative corrections regularize a singular situation of lower order
Einstein (Maxwell Dilaton) theory (though see also [95] in a different setting). The higher-
derrivative correction acts as a stringy dressing to shield the singularity. We have reviewed
the cases in which this happens in the lower-dimensional setup in Tables 1 and 2. Finally,
we have analysed a black hole solution in the Galileon frame, which is conformally related
to the previous frame. This is the first exact Galileon black hole which is also continu-
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ously related, via a real action parameter, to the GR black hole. Again, higher-derivative
corrections induce extra horizons and the solutions are more regular than the lowest order
scalar-tensor solutions. No Vainshtein effect is detected as one expects in the absence of
matter.15
Focussing on toroidal reductions, we have sketched how to set up the holographic dic-
tionary for the lower-dimensional theory, and derived the thermodynamics and first-order
transport coefficients for the planar dilatonic black holes. As could have been anticipated,
they display the same thermodynamics as their Einstein counterparts. Both shear and
bulk viscosities can be worked out using the reduction formulæ. In spite of the presence
of a relevant scalar field, they do not feature any temperature dependence at zero charge
density. This is expected given their link to a higher-dimensional scale invariant theory.
When one reduces non-diagonally over a circle instead of diagonally over a compact
space, higher-derivative couplings involving the lower-dimensional gauge field are produced;
however, the reduction is not generalised, and has no continuous parameter (in [60], an
example of generalised reduction is presented when one combines both a non-diagonal circle
reduction and a diagonal generalised toroidal reduction). An exact black hole solution of
the equations of motion can be exhibited, stemming from a planar Gauss-Bonnet black
hole carrying a wave. Once more, the reduction allows to derive the holographic dictionary
and transport properties.
Perspectives for future work are numerous, and include very different directions. On
the gravity side, the higher-dimensional picture allows to gain intuition in order to try
to find more solutions of the lower-dimensional setup. A simple extension should include
a study of p-forms in Gauss-Bonnet gravity, [96], and then of their dimensional reduc-
tion. This was performed in [36] in the Einstein case. Another, rather involved but very
interesting extension would be to include higher order Lovelock terms and then obtain
the lower-dimensional scalar-tensor action. Some black hole solutions for Lovelock theory
are known [51] and extensions to [72] could be pursued with not too much difficulty. The
Kaluza-Klein reduction would then give higher order terms such as the Paul term discussed
in the Fab 4 self-tuning scenario. For toroidal black holes it would be interesting to know if
it is possible to have Ricci flat horizons which are non homogeneous. In this way one could
obtain toroidal black holes with differing thermodynamics to their lower order solutions.
Last but not least, symmetries of the action appearing at zero higher order coupling αˆ, if
restored, could yield black p-brane solutions in Lovelock theory.
In section 3, we have restricted our study to the case with flat boundary. The case
with curved boundary is somewhat more involved: the number of holographic counterterms
grows with the dimension of spacetime, making the evaluation of the on-shell renormalised
action computationally more complicated. Though this can (and has) been done in a
number of cases, it deserves a closer study, as some issues arise, specific to Gauss-Bonnet
theories. The presence of a geometrical horizon in the background of the Gauss-Bonnet
black holes with a Gauss-Bonnet space horizon geometry makes it unclear which back-
ground should be used in thermodynamic studies: the m = q = 0 spacetime, which has
15We thank E. Babichev, C. Deffayet and G. Esposito-Farese for pointing this out
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non-zero temperature and thus induces a conical singularity in the Euclidean action, or the
extremal black hole me 6= 0 with zero temperature? A similar issue for hyperbolic Einstein
black holes was resolved using the holographically renormalised action (see for instance
[94]), and it would be interesting to carry out the same analysis in our case. Moreover,
this might also shed some light on the negative entropy problem, [82].
From the point of view of gauge-gravity duality, Einstein Maxwell Dilaton theories have
proven to be interesting bottom-up setups either in the modeling of Condensed Matter
systems or of QCD-like gauge theories, [97]. In this context, Gauss-Bonnet corrections
allow to depart from strong coupling, and getting an analytic handle on these is of great
importance. In holographic studies of Condensed Matter Systems, a recurring question is
whether the AdS2 ×R2 near-extremal geometry of the Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole is
the true ground state of the theory or not. The fact that it has finite entropy at extremality
argues against this. This issue can be resolved in the generic Einstein Maxwell Dilaton
setup, [39, 41, 42]. Then, the low energy fixed point displays hyperscaling violation, [36, 43].
Both reductions of section 1 and 4 preserve the scaling symmetries of the Einstein fixed
point. As in the Einstein case, it is expected that a much broader range of low energy
scalings is possible once other higher-dimensional cases are considered. More generically,
one needs to decide on the set of higher-derivative operators to include for the scalar and the
gauge field, as these will drive the dynamics to different fixed points, as examplified above.
It would be very interesting to study to what extent the generic hyperscaling symmetries
of the low energy fixed points of the Einstein Maxwell Dilaton setup survive the inclusion
of higher-derivative operators.
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A. Diagonal Kaluza-Klein reduction
In this work, we shall only consider reductions for which the isometry group the the internal
space is Abelian. These will be either diagonal toroidal reductions, reductions over Einstein
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spaces (typically, spheres) and non-diagonal S1 reductions. When the isometry group is
Abelian, the massive modes of the Kaluza-Klein reduction can be truncated under the
following group theoretic argument, [98]: the zero modes transform as singlets under the
action of the group, while the massive modes transform as doublets; if the group is Abelian,
these cannot mix, and thus the massive modes are decoupled from the zero modes and
can be truncated away. For curved internal spaces (spheres), the situation is quite more
complicated if one insists on keeping (some of) the Kaluza-Klein vectors. Then, there are
very few cases where the massive modes can be truncated, and they reduce to the sphere
reductions of supergravity theories (see for instance [99]). In the cases we consider, the
massive modes are not sourced and can be truncated.
We consider a Kaluza-Klein diagonal reduction of the action (1.1), with metric Ansatz:
ds2(p+n+1) = e
2αφds¯2(p+1) + e
2βφdK˜2(n) , (A.1)
AM = (Aµ(x
µ), Ai = 0) , (A.2)
where dK˜2(n) is the metric of a generic n-dimensional Euclidean space. From now on in
this section, we shall drop the subscripts indicating the dimensionality in parenthesis: bare
quantities are (n + p + 1)-dimensional, barred ones (p + 1)-dimensional while tilded ones
n-dimensional.
Then, one finds that
√−gR = √−g¯e((p−1)α+nβ)φ
[
R¯+ e2(α−β)φR˜− 2(pα+ nβ)2φ (A.3)
− (p(p− 1)α2 + n(n+ 1)β2 + 2n(p− 1)αβ) ∂φ2] .
Setting the overall conformal factor in exp[#φ] in the action to unity requires
nβ = (1− p)α (A.4)
upon which
√−gR = √−g¯
[
R¯− 2α2φ− (p− 1)p+ n− 1
n
α2∂φ2 + e2
p+n−1
n
αφR˜
]
. (A.5)
After throwing away some total derivatives, the reduction of the Gauss-Bonnet term gives:
G =e−4αφ {G¯ − 4G¯µν∂µφ∂νφ [(p− 2)(p− 3)α2 + 2n(p− 2)αβ + n(n− 1)β2]
− 2∂φ2φ [(p− 1)(p− 2)(p− 3)α3 + 3n(p− 1)(p− 2)α2β
+ 3n(n− 1)(p− 1)αβ2 + n(n− 1)(n− 2)β3]
− (∂φ2)2 [(p− 1)(p− 2)2(p− 3)α4 + 4n(p− 1)(p− 2)2α3β
+ 2n(p− 1)(3np− 2p− 5n+ 3)α2β2
+4n(n− 1)2(p− 1)αβ3 + n(n− 1)2(n− 2)β4]}
+ 2e−2(α+β)φR˜
{
R¯+ (∂φ)2
[
p(p− 1)α2 + 2p(n− 2)αβ + (n− 3)(n− 2)β2]}
+ G˜e−4βφ.
(A.6)
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In order to have a canonically normalised kinetic term for the scalar (in the Einstein limit),
we then set
α = −
√
n
2(p− 1)(n+ p− 1) = −
δ
2
⇔ δ =
√
2n
(p− 1)(p+ n− 1) . (A.7)
For conciseness, we shall refrain from giving the full formulæ of the reduced Lanczos
and Einstein tensors in terms of α, β and n, and the reduced equations of motion are
presented below in terms of δ and after imposing (A.4) and (A.7). The formulæ (A.6) and
(A.3) are useful however to compare with other results in the literature.
After imposing (A.4) and (A.7), the metric Ansatz becomes:
ds2 = e−δφds¯2 + e
φ
δ
(
2
p−1−δ2
)
dK˜2 ,
p− 1
2
δ2 =
n
n+ p− 1 . (A.8)
Exchanging the number of reduced dimensions for the parameter δ and analytically con-
tinuing the latter to the whole real line is what makes this reduction generalised, [59, 60].
We first examine the projection of the equations of motion (1.3) on the external coor-
dinates. For this, it is useful to define what in four dimensions corresponds to the double
dual tensor, [100]. Namely,
PABCD = RABCD +RBCgAD −RBDgAC −RACgBD +RADgBC +Rg(A|C|gB)D , (A.9)
in terms of which the Lanczos tensor greatly simplifies
HAB = RACDEP
CDE
B −
1
2
gABG . (A.10)
The tensor (1.4) is identically zero in four dimensions and the above equation is then
a Lovelock identity. The P tensor has the same symmetries as the Riemann tensor, is
divergence-free and its trace is the Einstein tensor PABAC = GBC . In four dimensions
we have, PABCD = ?R¯?
AB
CD = −14ABKLCDMNRMNKL, the double dual to Riemann
curvature. With the help of this definition, we are led to the reduced lower-dimensional
Einstein equations for the metric:
0 = E¯ν(1)µ + αˆeδφE¯ν(2)µ , (A.11)
E¯ν(1)µ = G¯νµ −
∂µφ∂
νφ
2
− e
δφ
2
FµρF
νρ +
Λe−δφ + ∂φ2
4
− e
− 2φ
(p−1)δ
2
R˜+
F 2
8
eδφ
 δνµ , (A.12)
E¯ν(2)µ = −
G˜
2
e
−4φ
(p−1)δ δνµ + 2R˜e
−2φ
(p−1)δ
[
G¯νµ +
(p− 1)δ2 − 2
(p− 1)δ
(
2φδνµ −∇µ∇νφ
)
(A.13)
+
(
2
(d− 1)2δ2 −
1 + δ2
2
)
∂µφ∂
νφ+
(
3δ2 +
d− 9
d− 1 +
4
(d− 1)2δ2
)
∂φ2
4
δνµ
]
−H¯νµ + (1− δ2)G¯νµ∂φ2 + 2(1 + δ2)P¯ νσµρ ∂ρφ∂σφ+ 2δP¯ νσµρ ∇ρ∇σφ
+(1− δ2) [(2φ2 − (∇ρ∇σφ)2) δνµ − 2 (2φ∇µ∇νφ−∇µ∇ρφ∇ν∇ρφ)]
+δ
(
δ2 + 1− 2
(d− 1)δ2
)(∇ρ∇σφ∂σφδνµ −∇µ∇ρφ∂νφ−∇ν∇ρφ∂µφ) ∂ρφ
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+δ(1− δ2)∂φ2 (2φδνµ −∇µ∇νφ)+ (δ(1 + δ2)− 2(p− 1)δ
)
2φ∂µ∂
νφ
+
∂φ2
2
[(
5δ2 +
d− 3
d− 1 −
4δ−2
(d− 1)2
)
∂φ2
4
δνµ −
(
δ2 +
d+ 1
d− 1 −
4δ−2
(d− 1)2
)
∂µφ∂
νφ
]
.
Turning now to the projection of (1.3) on the internal coordinates, we have that
schematically:
0 = 2αˆe
−φ
(p−1)δ (4−(p−1)δ2)H˜ab + e
−2φ
(p−1)δ G˜ab
(
−2 + αˆK¯1eδφ
)
+ δ˜ab
[
R¯− 1
2
∂φ2 +
22φ
(p− 1)δ − 2Λe
−δφ − 1
8
F 2eδφ + αˆK¯2e
δφ
]
.
(A.14)
Taking the trace of (A.14), multiplying by δab and subtracting back from (A.14), we obtain
0 = αˆe
−φ
(p−1)δ (4−(p−1)δ2)
(
H˜ab −
n− 4
2n
G˜δ˜ab
)
+ e
−2φ
(p−1)δ
(
G˜ab +
n− 2
2n
R˜δ˜ab
)(
αˆ
2
K¯1e
δφ − 1
)
,
(A.15)
where K¯1 and K¯2 are complicated expressions which depend solely on barred quantities
and on external coordinates. Since the equation above is made of terms where the factors
depend on separate variables, a separation of cases ensues:
• Case 1:
G˜ ba = −
n− 2
2n
R˜δba , (A.16)
H˜ ba =
n− 4
2n
G˜δba , (A.17)
generically constrains the internal space to be both an Einstein space and a Gauss-
Bonnet space. Flat Euclidean spaces obviously belong to this class, but it also allows
for curved spaces such as the product of identical spheres, more interestingly. This
case allows a consistent Kaluza-Klein reduction, as we shall see shortly. This is
precisely this feature we shall exploit, in order to derive analytical exact black hole
solutions of the reduced theory.
• Case 2:
αˆK¯1 = 2e
−δφ , (A.18)
H˜ ba =
n− 4
2n
G˜δba . (A.19)
In that case, one needs to find an internal space which is Gauss-Bonnet without being
Einstein (otherwise we fall back to Case 1). It is unclear whether such spaces exist,
as the few known examples of Gauss-Bonnet spaces are also Einstein. Assuming such
a space can be found, the system of equations of motion is overconstrained; three
independent scalar equations need to be obeyed: one stems from the trace of (A.11),
another from (A.18) and a third one from the trace of (A.14). This is incompatible
with the derivation of these equations of motion from an action principle involving a
metric and a scalar field only.
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• Case 3: There exists a real number λ such that
H˜ab −
n− 4
2n
G˜δ˜ab = λ
(
G˜ab +
n− 2
2n
R˜δ˜ab
)
(A.20)
αˆK¯1 = 2e
−δφ − αˆλe
−2φ
(p−1)δ . (A.21)
This kind of casuistics is familiar in studies of the integrability of the Gauss-Bonnet
equations of motion, in presence of sources or not, [24, 101, 72, 96].
In the remainder, we shall focus on Case 1, and show that the resulting equations of
motion derive from the reduction of the action. Before proceeding on, let us note that it is
quite remarkable that the consistency of reduction of the Einstein Gauss-Bonnet equations
of motion imposes an extra condition on the internal space. In contrast, as noted in the
appendix of [60], the reduction from Einstein theory imposes the Einstein space condition
on the internal space.
To find the equation of motion for the scalar, one now needs to take the trace of (A.11)
and combine it linearly with (A.14). After some manipulations, one obtains:
0 = E˜φ(1) + αˆeδφE˜φ(2) , (A.22)
E˜φ(1) = 2φ+ 2δΛe−δφ −
2R˜
(p− 1)δ e
− 2φ
(p−1)δ − δ
4
F 2eδφ, (A.23)
E˜φ(2) = −
4− (p− 1)δ2
(p− 1)δ G˜e
−4φ
(p−1)δ + R˜e
−2φ
(p−1)δ
[
2c52φ− 2− (p− 1)δ
2
(p− 1)δ
(
c5∂φ
2 + 2R¯
)]
+δG¯ + 2G¯µν [(c4 − δc2)∂µ∂νφ− c2∇µ∇νφ] + ∂φ2
[
42φ+ δ(δc4 − 3c3)∂φ2
]
+c4R¯∂φ
2 + 2
(∇µ∇νφ∇µ∇νφ−2φ2)+ 4(δc4 − 2c3)∇µ∇νφ∂µ∂νφ , (A.24)
where the ci(δ, p) are dimension-dependent coefficients fixed by the Kaluza-Klein reduction:
c2(δ, p) =
2[n(p− 3) + (p− 1)2]
(p− 1)(n+ p− 1) = 2(1− δ
2) , (A.25)
c3(δ, p) =
2(p− 1)2 − n(p2 − 1)− n2(p− 3)
4n(p− 1)(n+ p− 1) =
3δ2
4
− p+ 5
4(p− 1) +
δ−2
(p− 1)2 , (A.26)
c4(δ, p) =
√
2(n+ 1− p)√
n(p− 1)(n+ p− 1) =
2
(p− 1)δ
[
(p− 1)δ2 − 1] , (A.27)
c5(δ, p) =
n(p+ n− 5)− 6(p− 1)
n(n+ p− 1) = −δ
2 +
p+ 7
p− 1 −
12
(p− 1)2δ2 . (A.28)
One may check that the equations of motion for the metric (A.11) and for the scalar
(A.22) derive from the reduced action, by replacing (A.3) and (A.6) into (1.1) and imposing
(A.4) and (A.7):
S¯ =
∫
dp+1x
√−g¯
{
R¯
[
1 + 2αˆR˜e
− φ
(p−1)δ (2−(p−1)δ2)
]
− 2Λe−δφ + R˜e−
2φ
(p−1)δ − e
δφ
4
F 2
+ αˆG˜e−
φ
(p−1)δ (4−(p−1)δ2) − 1
2
∂φ2
[
1 + 2αˆc5(δ, p)R˜e
− φ
(p−1)δ (2−(p−1)δ2)
]
+αˆeδφ
[
G¯ + c2(δ, p)G¯µν∂µφ∂νφ+ c3(δ, p)
(
∂φ2
)2
+ c4(δ, p)∂φ
2φ
]}
,
(A.29)
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where we have replaced the higher-dimensional gravity densities by their lower-dimensional
expansions and discarded some total derivatives. This proves the consistency of the reduc-
tion: the reduced equations of motion derive from the reduced action.
B. Products of spheres are Gauss-Bonnet spaces
In this appendix, we prove that the horizon geometry for (p+1)-dimensional Gauss-Bonnet
black holes can consist in an arbitrary number of m-dimensional constant curvature spaces,
provided their radii are all identical.16
Working in the orthogonal frame θi, the curvature two-form of a product of q m-
dimensional constant curvature spaces Km1 × . . . ×Kmq with normalised curvatures km,1,
. . . , km,q can be written
Ωij = kijθ
iθj , kij = km,r (i, j) ∈ [rm+ 1, (r + 1)m]2, 0 ≤ r ≤ q. (B.1)
where there is no summation in the indices. Then the first curvature scalar is
γ1 ? θ = Ω
ij ? θij =
q∑
r=1
km,rm(m− 1) , (B.2)
while the first Lovelock tensor is
G
(1)j
i ? θj = Ω
j
i ? θj , (B.3)
=
q∑
r=1
km,r
[
m(m− 1) ? θi − 2(m− 1)δ jrir ? θjr
]
. (B.4)
The Einstein space condition is expressed as
H
(1)j
i ? θj = G
(1)j
i ? θj −
mq − 2
mq
γ1 ? θi = 0 (B.5)
Replacing with the previous expressions, we obtain
q∑
r=1
km,r
[
2
m− 1
q
? θi − 2(m− 1)δ jrir ? θjr
]
= 0 , (B.6)
which projected on a given 0 ≤ r0 ≤ q yields
qkm,r0 =
q∑
r=1
km,r ∀0 ≤ r ≤ q (B.7)
which implies that
km,r = k(m) ∀0 ≤ r ≤ q . (B.8)
We now deal with the Gauss-Bonnet space condition, which states that
H
(2)j
i ? θj = G
(2)j
i ? θj −
mq − 4
mq
γ2 ? θi , (B.9)
16A first version of this proof can be found in [74] where equal radii are assumed from the start.
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with
γ2 ? θ = Ω
ijΩkl ? θijkl , (B.10)
so that
γ2 = m
2(m− 1)2
q∑
r,s=1,r 6=s
km,rkm,s +m(m− 1)(m− 2)(m− 3)
q∑
r=1
(km,r)
2 , (B.11)
and
G
(2)j
i ? θj = Ω
j
i Ω
kl ? θjkl , (B.12)
= (m− 1)(m− 2)(m− 3)
q∑
r=1
(km,r)
2
[
m ? θi − 4δ jri ? θjr
]
+
+m(m− 1)2
q∑
r,s=1,r 6=s
km,rkm,s
[
m ? θi − 2
(
δ jri ? θjr + δ
ls
i ? θls
)]
.(B.13)
Replacing into (B.9), we obtain
0 = 4(m− 1)(m− 2)(m− 3)
q∑
r=1
(km,r)
2
[
m
q
? θi − 4δ jri ? θjr
]
+
+2m(m− 1)2
q∑
r,s=1,r 6=s
km,rkm,s
[
2
q
? θi −
(
δ jri ? θjr + δ
ls
i ? θls
)]
. (B.14)
Projecting this last equation on a given index r0 gives
(m− 2)(m− 3)
[
q(km,r0)
2 −
q∑
r=1
(km,r)
2
]
= m(m− 1)
 q∑
r 6=s
km,rkm,s − 2qkm,r0
q∑
r 6=r0
km,r
 .
(B.15)
Subtracting this equation for two indices r1, r2 finally yields
0 = (km,r2 − km,r1)
(m− 2)(m− 3)(km,r2 + km,r1) + 2m(m− 1) q∑
r 6=r1,r2
km,r
 (B.16)
which implies
km,r = k(m) ∀0 ≤ r ≤ q . (B.17)
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